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Modernity is defined by Barnard as ones “actual experiences living in a modern world” that 

is separate from modernism, which is a movement in the arts that was focused on breaking 

away from the traditional ideal of art. Tivo and air cushioned athletic shoes are a good ex-

ample of modernity because they are objects created to be used based off the late 19th and all 

of 20th centuries science, technology, and increasing industrial production and consumption, 

while El Lissitzky’s Tinte is a good example of modernism because it’s aesthetically self-reflex-

ive one of the five main themes of modernism. 

a. Aesthetic self-reflexiveness

b. Montage

c. Paradox ambiguity and uncertainty

d. Absence of a unified consistent subject

e. Harmonious visual relationship

Barnard compares capitalist and feudal economics in terms of design based on its function. 

Previous to the industrial revolution, before the rise of capitalism, design was based on more 

lavished ideals for royalty. Books, for example, were few and far between and were highly 

cherished by only nobles. There was no such thing as a mass printed books, and many people 

didn’t know how to read. Books were generally written by scribes who would spend an excru-

ciating long time rewriting them, many of which were inaccurately copied. It wasn’t until the 

invention of the printing press 15th century that books, and even language for that matter, 

really began to be standardized. This is when the relatively new idea of self awareness began 

to seep into peoples minds and the general public began to consume knowledge from books 

previously unavailable.  

a. “The rejection of ornament and the favoring of ‘clean’, ‘simple’, ‘non-decorated’ graphics, 

often in the interest of ‘clarity’ or the function that the design is to perform.”

b. “The concentration on ‘improving’ energies to create a utopia of functionality.”
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Absence of a unified and consistent subject clearly relates to the disintegration of subjectivity. 

A good example is Hannah Hooches piece The Pretty Maiden, which is a montage of differ-

ent elements ranging from the BMW logo to a cut out of a light bulb. It’s unclear what her 

main subject is instead the elements all meld together to create the feeling of chaos that many 

Dadaist believed the direction the world was heading for. Hannah’s approach was shared 

by many other artist of the time and even ranged across other modern artistic movements 

including Futurist and Cubism. 

Ardengo Soffici’s BIFSZF +18 is a clear example of a montage.  A montage differs from a 

collage in the sense that a collage is pieced together to form a specific image, while a mon-

tage contains “disrupting, juxtaposing items” with no clear flow or harmony. Soffici’s piece 

contains many different elements ranging from woodblock type to photo engravings that are 

scattered around the page. The piece isn’t very harmonious in the traditional sense and again 

reflects the chaotic feeling that many were experiencing in the new industrial age of the  

20th century.

Ilya Zdanevitch’s Bearded Heart is a good example of the Paradox theme of modernism. It 

can be seen as both contraversial and not at the same time mainly because of its composition. 

Words can be read from left to right, but also up and down; however, both ways sometimes 

don’t form any words at all. At the same time both are easy to read and then become diffi-

cult. There is no hierarchy or clear way to engage the piece, and the letters themselves begin 

to form new elements making it even more frustrating to try and understand. The piece is 

clearly a graphic paradox by achieving clarity and obscurity at the same time. 

Typically, timeless refers to something that is absent of a specific cultures style and can be  

related to universally. This is contradictory to itself because the creation of something is based 

off of the cultural norms in which it was created. An example would be how currently the red 

cross is widely accepted across the world as a symbol for emergency respondents. Something  
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Do you mention the Red Cross because this has been replaced with the Red Crescent in the Middle East? What we consider "universal" is often seen as "Western" in other parts of the world.



 

 

that is widely accepted has a ‘strong reflection of its time’ and can’t at the same time be ‘time-

less’ in its true definition. So what we generally mean by timeless is that it can remain clear 

throughout the ages due to its culturally relavent ingrained purpose. 

Yes, I do disagree. Communication stems deeper then its social purposes. The base of our 

reasoning for communicating comes from our instincts and our basic needs of survival. Cur-

rently, much of our communication comes from our culture and the graphic arts are usually 

implemented for some function of society; however, if you show someone of any culture 

across the world something universal like death the message is still clear. This isn’t culturally 

based, but rather innate. Even the most primitive life forms understand it to a degree and seek 

to avoid it. Stylized versions of death or symbols can be considered culturally based, but the 

actual message communicated is not. In fact, these stylized versions and symbols we claim as 

graphic design usually are attempting to evoke a message or emotion that isn’t particular to 

one culture at all. 

The corporations goal was to utilize the clear and pure form of modernism to better commu-

nicate with there consumers. The Swiss ‘system’ is a good example of this with there creation 

of Helvetica, a typeface that was “universal, clear and impersonal”. That may sound counter 

intuative to communicating better to a specific buyer, but it was well embraced by companies 

who were attempting to strip away decoration in favor of clarity. Unlike the Dadaist move-

ment, the modernism adopted by companies was the clean and simple design that was meant 

to communicate a theme specific to the corporation, and done so successfully. As time pro-

gressed the sense of urgancy that the Dadaist were experiencing at the beginning of the 20th 

century had depleted because the industrial age had brought more fortune then chaos,  

counter to there beliefs.
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a. Margaret and Grances Macdonald’s poster for the Glasgaw Institute of the Fine 

Arts contains elements of symmetry and geometry that were repeated throughout  

the modernist movement.

b. Peter Behrens covers for Mitteilunger Der Berliner Elektricitaetswerke showed the first mar-

riage of graphic resilience, universal resonance and clarity that is the epitome of modernism 

not previously achieved.

c. Despite the fact that it was created in 1893 at the birth of modernism, A.L. Rich’s trademark 

for General Electric is one of the most successfully modern logos over the past century.
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a. Interesting, but review "symmetry" in the context of modernism.
b. Good, but explain "resilience"
c. not twentieth century.


